
Assistant Restaurant Manager 
Share responsibility for this Booking.com company restaurant? 

 
What are you going to do? 
With about 2.500 lunch guests, Booking.com is vermaat’s biggest company restaurant partner in 
downtown Amsterdam. We provide restaurant services for this international company across 
multiple locations. From cream of tomato soup to delicious Indian curries or a vitello tonnato, you 
know best how to welcome and advise our (inter)national guests. 

We are looking for a new Assistant Restaurant Manager for one of these locations. This location has 
700 lunch guests everyday. In this role, you’ll support the restaurant manager in many ways; you will 
have financial, operational, and commercial responsibilities. You’re an operational ace, and together 
with your team you strive for perfection as hosts. You really get the point across like no one else! 
You’re the restaurant manager’s right hand and will fill in their role if needed. Besides, you’ll help 
make timetables, buying, and (employee) administration. With your entrepreneurial spirit, you are 
constantly working to improve and develop the offerings. In short: you’re indispensable. 

Who are you? 

● You’ve finished a relevant professional training (MBO-level or similar) with some leadership 
experience OR you are a Hotelschool starter and want to acquire leadership skills or take 
them to the next level. 

● You’ve got a hands-on mentality and know how to get things done. 
● You’re open, direct, and have great communication skills. 
● You’ve got an entrepreneurial spirit and aspire to work towards your own Vermaat location. 
● You’re available for a full-time position and don’t mind working on weekdays. 
● You live in or near Amsterdam. 

Who are we? 
 
Vermaat tailors its catering concepts to businesses, hospitals, museums, universities, professional 
schools, airports, and events. Vermaat T also develops its own brand for the catering and retail 
industries. Vermaat stands for solid partnerships, personal attention and good relationships, 
customized work for its clients, creativity, culinary craftsmanship, and professional teams. We do all 
this with the utmost attention for people and the environment. Vermaat’s core values are 
enthusiasm, growth, attention, and pride. These aren’t just words — they shape our behaviour. You 
can recognize Vermaat employees by their personality and the way they do things for themselves 
and others.  
 

What do we have to offer? 

Do you want to achieve your maximum potential? Never stop growing? Then Vermaat is the place for 
you; we’ll give you room to develop and appropriate compensation. We make time regularly to talk 
about your growth. What else do you want to learn? What do you want to achieve? Think about 
growing to an even bigger location, or managing multiple locations. Vermaat helps you achieve your 
dreams. Your growth never stops. 

Excited? 

Can you convince us with your track record, but above all with your personality and drive? Reach out 
to us directly using the application button. 


